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The Weak US Dollar Puts a Strong Bid into Most Commodities
The break of the nine-year support line in the US Dollar index and downside follow-through is
occurring in the seasonally weak period we have previously reported. This is being reflected in the
rising price of agricultural (DBA) and industrial (XME, DBC) commodities and equities as
measured in US Dollars.

25-year Seasonality of US Dollar Index displays weakness into yearend

Precious metals are entering their seasonally strong period.
25-year seasonality of Silver

Silver prices have broken out within a week of the measured turn date of December 22nd. Upside
resistance is anticipated around the 61.8% retracement at $26.80 and Keltner Channel (50,3) at
$26.90. A pause there would be healthy.

Historically, silver has been a good proxy for action in the CRB Index. The monthly chart of the
CRB is at 6 of a potential 9 in the Sequential Sell Setup. Previous highs have seen 9’s or an
overbought RSI.
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